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Denham Springs High’s JADD (Jackets Against Destructive Decisions) club 
hosted a summer camp for children in grades 1-5 June 3-7 at Gray’s Creek 
Elementary.  The goal of the program is to prevent injury and death of children 
and youth due to underage alcohol use and riding with an unsafe driver.  The 
camp was led by trained high school students who are committed to remaining 
alcohol, tobacco, and drug free.  During their 15 hours of training, they studied 
brain research, effectiveness in the elementary classroom, lesson preparation 
strategies, and public speaking skills.  The PY/PM program has been taught 
nationwide in the elementary classroom during the regular school year but 
standardized testing has interfered with the implementation of the program. 
JADD’s solution to this problem was to offer a summer camp. 
 

While there, 52 campers learned empowering life skills and preventative lessons in a positive and encouraging 
atmosphere. The camp was very successful. The only complaint the camp coordinator received was that her children 
said the camp wasn’t long enough. 
 

Crystal Billiot, mother of three campers, said, “My kids had a wonderful time and learned a lot.” 
 

Each day had a different focus. 
• Monday – physical role of the brain and its importance and the dangers of 
alcohol exposure to the developing brain 
• Tuesday – health and safety and the importance of rules and laws. Crystal 
Pichon with Lexlee’s Kids spoke to campers about car seats, booster seats, 
and seatbelts. Lexlee’s Kids will be providing booster seats to the parents of 
campers. 
• Wednesday – learned about friends, respecting others, and positive 
decision making skills 
• Thursday – learned media awareness (the importance of not trusting 
commercials completely) and communication (how to talk to parents about 
difficult subjects) 
• Friday – Karen Ahmad with Our Lady of the Lake Children’s Hospital 
discussed bicycle safety and fitted the campers for helmets. 
 

Campers celebrated the end of camp with a carnival that featured traditional 
carnival games including a duck pond, ring toss and pin the tail on donkey; 
and safety/prevention activities such as fatal vision goggles. 
The closing ceremony consisted of group presentations, awards, and door 
prizes. 
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